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The young man found in the same place two stones, with which he was enabled,
by placing them over his eyes, and putting his head in a dark corner,
to decipher the hieroglyphics on the plates. [2:272; Dec. 1831]
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THE BAPTIST CHRONICLE, AND LITERARY REGISTER. By Uriel B. Chambers.
(monthly; volumes 2‐3 of three total published). Georgetown, Kentucky; Frank‐
fort, Kentucky, January 1831 – December 1832 [2:1 – 3:12].

22.7 cm. Twenty‐four consecutive sixteen‐page issues, comprising volumes 2‐3:
[1]‐192 (index to vol. 2, pp. 191‐92); [1]‐192 (index to vol. 3, pp. 191‐92). Occa‐
sional mis‐numbering, and some pages of the first issue of volume 2 bound out
of order, but the entire physical volume collated COMPLETE for the period
covered, comprising 2/3 of all that was published of this title. The lower fore‐
corner of one leaf (2:149‐50) has been torn away, with loss of text amounting to
an area about the size of a quarter‐dollar coin on each side of the leaf (not
affecting the Mormon articles).
Bound in a single physical volume of the period measuring approx. 9 X 5½ X 1
inches. Contemporary half‐sheep (spine and corner tips) over marbled boards;
gilt bands and gilt‐lettered leather label on spine. Medium wear and top of spine
chipped, discoloration to spine, but the volume very solid; mixed foxing or
darkening to portions of text, though not extreme. In all (for such a title), a very
good copy of a rare and intriguing regional religious periodical.
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VERY RARE. This obscure title is
owned by very few institutions, with
none in the Intermountain West.
Specific volume holdings are some‐
what unclear on OCLC for this title.
No more then three or four institu‐
tions suggest possibilities of owning
all the issues offered here, with a
couple other institutions apparently
owning volume 2 only. Thus, even
partial duplication to this example is
probably limited to half a dozen loca‐
tions at best. Not on the LDS Church
$2,750
History Library website.

T

HIS

LITTLE‐KNOWN

$3,500

PERIODICAL

began in 1830 as the Baptist
Chronicle, and Georgetown Literary
Register, changing its name to the title
listed at the head of this entry, after
which publication ceased at the end of volume 3. Its pages contain extensive
reports from the field, discussions of revivals, of predestination, temperance and
the encroaching cholera epidemic. It is ANTI‐CAMPBELLITE in stance, and pairs
the ʺMormonitesʺ with that group . . .

MORMONS: A number of early articles on the Mormons appear in these issues,
some of which are partially or entirely ORIGINAL TO THIS PUBLICATION. I have
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spent many hours examining these pages, and feel confident that additional
relevant cultural content still waits to be identified.
–

January 1831 issue, 2:11‐12 (15 column inches, entirely on Mormons). ʺFrom the
American Manufacturer[.] LO! THERE.ʺ Begins: ʺWe mentioned nearly a year
since, the appearance of a person in the upper part of New‐York state, who was
preaching a new religion, founded upon a new bible, given to him by an angel.ʺ
Ends: ʺWe are told that the number baptized into the new order, is rising one
hundred.ʺ Includes the following (p. 2:11) from the Painesville Gazette:
ʺAbout a couple of weeks since, three men, calling themselves Oliver Cowdry,
David Whitmer and Martin Harris appeared in our village, laden with a new
revelation, which they claim to be a codicil of the New Testament. They
preached in the Methodist Chapel, and from certain indications, conceiving they
might do more good otherwise, departed for Kutland [sic], where is a ʹcommon
stock family,ʹ under the charge of Elder Rigdon, a Campbellite leader of some
notoriety. . . .ʺ

–

February 1831 issue, 2:28‐29 (two
articles, the second original to this
periodical). The first article (2½
column inches) is shown AT RIGHT,
and enlarged further above.
The second article, immediately
following, is ORIGINAL to this paper,
entitled ʺFor the Baptist Chronicle.
BISHOP PHILIP S. FALL AGAIN.ʺ It is
written by S[ilas]. M[ercer]. NOEL (b.
1783,
anti‐Campbell
polemicist
pastor in Frankfort, Kentucky).
Bishop Fall has accused Dr. Noel of
flip‐flopping in doctrine, so Noel
drags in the Mormons on page 29, as
follows:
A word to the bishop‐‐Say, Philip,
were you not once the friend of
principles which you now labor to
destroy? How many of your own
sermons, exhortations and prayers
have you renounced, or pronounced
heretical and spurious? Have you
not changed radically? If you have, why make a fuss about changes in other
men? And why so anxious to impute the sin of changing to those who have not
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changed? Have you examined the plates of Nephi in the book of Mormon through
Cowdryʹs stone spectacles? Do you go with your celebrated brother reformer
Sidney Rigdon in his New Jerusalem crusade? or have you found a stopping
place in the land of mysticisms, near Buffaloe font—I mean your brother
Campbellʹs ʺbath of regeneration?ʺ Do you believe in all the wonderful stories told
about his watery hocus pocus? Moreover, do you believe that those who have not
heard the gospel are not sinners‐‐and that the fact of hearing the glad tidings
constitutes or makes us sinners? If so, why should men desire to hear such
terribly good news? What, Philip, is the true character of the millions who have
not heard the gospel? They are not all saints. If they are not sinners, do tell us
how they are disposed of in your Bible, or Testament! Once more‐‐If there be no
regeneration or remission of sins without immersion, what becomes of all
believers who die unbaptized? Does your book provide any mansion or abode,
above or below, for these unpardoned, ucregenerated [sic] believers? Perhaps the
plates of Nephi will show some light on these fog‐wrapt mountains. [2:29, issue
dated February 15, 1831]

–

March 1831 issue, 2:39‐40 (12 column inches, entirely on Mormons). ʺFrom the
Christian Index. FANATICISM.ʺ Begins: ʺWe noticed some time since, the
progress of a new religious order in the western part of Ohio. . . .ʺ Ends: ʺ. . . but
its aberrations are in conformity to the currents in which it drifts.ʺ Includes the
following from the Painesville Gazetteʹs article, ʺThe Golden Bible, or the Book of
Mormonʺ . . .
Among them is a man of color, a chief man, who is sometimes seized with
strange vagaries and conceits. The other day he is said to have jumped twenty
five feet down a wash bank into a tree top without injury. He sometimes fancies
he can fly. [pp. 39‐40]

–

April 1831 issue, 2:58 (3½ column inches). ʺMormonism, or the New Revelation:—ʺ
Apparently original to this periodical (not credited elsewhere, and not
appearing in any transcriptions found on the Internet). Begins: ʺIn Ohio at
present, there seems to be a great bustle among Campbellites and Mormonites.ʺ
Ends: ʺThe last number of the Evangelical Enquirer, a Campbellite pamphlet,
published at Dayton, treats of nothing else but Mormonism, from one end to the
other.ʺ Includes mention of Campbellʹs review of the Book of Mormon . . .
Mr. Campbell (the elder) has published his letter to Sidney Rigdon, alledging
that he had no intention ʺto insult him.ʺ Alexander also comes out violently
opposed to Mormonism, and fills something like 16 pages close print in the
Harbinger, with his investigations of the new Book, &c. which, we suppose, had
been furnished him by his ʺbrother Sidney Rigdon.ʺ [p. 58]
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–

April 1831 issue, 2:121 (brief mention, in an anti‐Campbell editorial apparently
original to this periodical, entitled ʺAlexander Campbell in 1817, a high toned
Calvinist!!—,ʺ reading in part as follows . . .
Persons who can sacrilegiously sport with the most sacred subjects—who can
whirl around like a weathercock, in matters of religion, according to every breeze
that blows, whenever it suits their carnal purposes to do so, generally land
ultimately on the shores of Deism, Atheism, or Skepticism, or perhaps
Shakerism, Mormonism or something of the kind. [p. 121]

–

April 1831 issue, 2:136‐37 (12 column inches, entirely on the Mormons). ʺTHE
MORMON DELUSIONʺ appears to be taken from at least two sources, and may
include brief original editorial material. Begins: ʺʹA Presbyterianʹ residing in
Chester, Geauga Co. Ohio, in a letter to the editor of the Hampshire Gazette,
communicates the following information respecting the Mormonites, a new sect
which has sprung up in the West.ʺ Ends: ʺ[ʹ] . . . From the resemblances between
the Pilgrims and the Mormonites in manners and pretensions, we would think
Old Isaac had re‐appeared in the person of Joe Smith, and was intending to make
another speculation.ʹʺ Includes the following . . .
There are many who were once respectable and intelligent, who are now
following these wretched impostors—these pretended prophets. Joseph Smith,
Jr. author of the new revelation, is now head man in the bag [i.e., big] family. He
pretends that he goes to the Lord occasionally for advice, and they think, yea
they know they have all their orders from head quarters, even from the Lord
Almighty, through the mouth of his prophet. Jo pretends to cast out Devils, to
give the Holy Ghost by laying on of hands, to heal the sick, &c.—He has 10 yearʹs
[sic] translating to do; he looks in a small stone he has, and there reads the will
of the Lord and writes it for the good of his fellow men; he can read a personʹs
heart by looking in his face.— [p. 186]

–

December 1831 issue, 2:[180] (page misnumbered ʺ272ʺ). (3½ column inches,
credited to ʺS. C. Journal.ʺ) Begins: ʺOne of this sect lately gave the following
history of the origin of this religion: . . .ʺ Ends: ʺ[ʹ] . . . This was performed to
admiration, and now, as the result, we have a book which is the Mormon Bible—
a book second to no other—without which the Holy Bible would be of little use.ʹʺ
Includes brief description of the plates, ʺwith Arabic characters inscribed on
them . . . connected with rings in the shape of the letter D, . . .ʺ Also see the
extract from this article which appears at the head of this catalog entry.

–

2:[184] (page misnumbered ʺ276ʺ). Two brief consecutive articles total 4 column
inches: ʺFrom the Millennial Harbinger. MESSRS. RIDER AND BOOTH.ʺ AND
ʺExtract from Joel H. Haden to the editor of the Christian Messenger, dated Howard co.
Mo. Oct. 10, 1831.ʺ The latter reports some hundred ʺdevotees of Joseph Smithʺ
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settling in Jackson County. ʺ. . . they have dedicated a spot of ground to rebuild
the Temple upon . . .ʺ
–

May 1832 issue, 3:72 (one column inch, credited to ʺStandard.ʺ) Quick blurb,
reading in full: ʺA ʹMormoniteʹ newspaper has been established at Independ‐
ence, Misso. by W. W. Phelps, called ʹThe Evening and Morning Star.ʹ In a
postcript [sic] he says ʹFrom this press may be expected as soon as wisdom
directs, many sacred records which have slept for ages.ʹʺ

–

October 1832 issue, 3:159 (3½ column inches, credited to ʺBoston paper.ʺ) ʺTHE
MORMONITES.ʺ Begins: ʺIt is our humiliating duty to record the fact, that two
of the preachers of this fanatical sect have visited Boston, endeavoring to
propagate their strange doctrines, and it is said that about fifteen persons here
have become converts, having been led away by their delusions.—ʺ Ends: ʺMr.
Himes says in his preface, that ʹtwo individuals who have gone are defenceless
females. They had acquired by their hard industry, $2,300.ʹʺ Includes mention
that ʺRev. Joshua V. Himes, pastor of a Baptist church in this city, has
republished Mr. Campbellʹs Analysis of the pretended ʹBook of Mormon,ʹ with
prefaceatory [sic] remarks, for which service he merits the thanks of the public.ʺ

NON‐MORMON
noticed:

ARTICLES

with MORMON

PARALLEL OR CULTURAL BACKGROUND

–

ANTI‐CAMPBELL articles and editorials include pp. 2:75‐76, 3:169 (describing the
Millennial Harbinger as ʺthe great pestilential Comet rising from the plains of
Bethany in the east, . . .ʺ), 171‐73, 186‐90, and no doubt numerous other articles
not noted.

–

TEMPERANCE, 2:147‐48, 165‐66, 3:16, 24, 38, 40 (cholera), 42, 63‐64, 108, 112
(cholera), 121 (cholera), 123 (adulterated wine; for relevance, see Mormon
Parallels entry 422), 128, 132 (linking intemperance with cholera deaths: compare
to Mormon Parallels, pp. 802 and elsewhere), 148 (interesting typographic tree
device, ʺThe Tree of Dissipation.ʺ ‐ issue for October 1832, four months before
Joseph Smithʹs Word of Wisdom dictation), 173‐74 (calling upon liquor vendors
to cease their activities for religious reasons, as well as public good).

–

3:165 (referring to the self‐confident elect; see Mormon
Parallels entry 131 regarding the antinomian Zoramites in the Book of Mormonʹs
land of Antionum, although the term ʺantinomianʺ was not coined until the
sixteenth century, A.D.)
ʺANTINOMIANS.ʺ
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–

NAT TURNER execution, 2:[183‐84] (misnumbered ʺ275‐76ʺ); cf. Mormon Parallels
entry 10.

–

ONEIDA INSTITUTE 3:150‐51 (close to which Joshua Seixas would soon teach
Hebrew in 1835 near Utica, New York).

–

ʺSinging loud allelujas to God and the Lamb.ʺ 3:13 (lyric; compare to chorus line
in the Mormon hymn, ʺThe Spirit of God Like a Fire is Burningʺ).

2

THE CIRCULAR. Published Weekly by the Oneida and Wallingford Communities.
(newspaper‐format periodical, Oneida, New York). Group of FOUR ISSUES 1869‐
1872, each mentioning the Mormons, itemized further below.
Each 36 cm. (14 X 10 inches). Each eight pages. Each unopened (never
trimmed/cut open at the top folds for reading: thus each unfolds to a single large
sheet). All are in very good condition.
the four issues: $85
For background on parallel paths followed by this community and nineteenth‐
century Mormons, see my Mormon Parallels, entry 387. Generally speaking, the
Oneida publishers covered Mormons favorably in their periodicals until the later
1870s when details about the 1857 Mountain Meadows Massacre flooded
American newspapers nationwide. On January 3, 1990, I sold a collection of
some two hundred Oneida Community periodical issues to Brigham Young
Universityʹs Harold B. Lee Library. The four additional issues now offered here
were not in that collection, and only came to me in late 2004. I hasten to catalog
them now . . .
–

October 18, 1869 [VI:31]: Two short items on the back page (248; columns 1 and
2) total 1½ column inches of small type, and report Mormon doings without
prejudice.

–

February 28, 1870 [VI:50]: ʺTHE MORMONS ON COMMUNISM.ʺ (p. 395;
9 column inches of small type) reprints an article on the Oneida Community in
the Deseret News, received in Oneida, written by ʺElder Riter, who called here
some time ago.ʺ He praises the community, despite their open marriage system,
and concludes that they are, ʺperhaps . . . the only real polygamists on earth. The
children are the common property of all, and even the mother says ʹour child.ʹʺ

–

February 19, 1872 [New Series IX:8; Whole No. 1394]: One quick blurb on the
back page, first column (again, non‐judgmental): ʺLeave of absence has been
granted to Judge McKean of Utah, to enable him to consult with the authorities
at Washington.ʺ
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–

April 29, 1872 [NS XI:18; Whole No. 1404]: Again, a report relayed with
remarkable editorial restraint (back page, column 1):
A motion to release Brigham Young on a writ of Habeas Corpus has been
argued in the Probate Court of Utah, and the objection of the United States
Marshal, that the Court had no power to release a prisoner held on a judicial
process from the District Court, was over‐ruled by the Probate Judge, on the
ground that the District Court had been illegal for two years past, having abused
and transgressed its powers, and was not to be respected. Mr. Young was
present, and was congratulated on his release.

3

DUNCAN, Joseph (1794‐1844. U.S. Representative from Illinois, Governor of
Illinois 1834‐38. Campaigned for re‐election in 1842 on a platform opposing the
Nauvoo Charter).
Partly‐printed DOCUMENT SIGNED, certifying the sale of a piece of land for the
use of schools to Josiah RICHARDS in Adams County, Illinois. Also SIGNED by
Illinois Secretary of State A. P. FIELD and Auditor Levi DAVIS. Vandalia, Illinois,
8 July 1837.

32 X 38½ cm. (approx. 12½ X 15 inches). Very good; some fold‐corner separation
(without any loss) and some faint staining, yet quite presentable. Printed
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typographic border. Affixed at bottom‐left is an 1870 recording document. Each
portion bears the relevant embossed State or Adams County Circuit Court seal of
its period.
the collection of twenty‐three documents: $450
ʺJOSEPH DUNCAN,ʺ complained Joseph Smithʹs History of the Church entry for
Tuesday, January 4, 1842, ʺcandidate for Governor of Illinois, made an
inflammatory speech against the Saints at Edwardsville, a mass of falsehoods.ʺ
(HC 4:490; emphasis added). Governor Ford would lend more measured
perspective a dozen years later:
The whigs, seeing that they had been out‐generaled by the democrats in
securing the Mormon vote, became seriously alarmed, and sought to repair their
disaster by raising a kind of crusade against that people. The whig newspapers
teemed with accounts of the wonders and enormities of Nauvoo, and of the
awful wickedness of a party which would consent to receive the support of such
miscreants. [Former‐]Governor Duncan, who was really a brave, honest man,
and who had nothing to do with getting the Mormon charters passed through
the legislature, took the stump on this subject in good earnest, and expected to be
elected governor almost on this question alone. There is no knowing how far he
might have succeeded, if Mr. Snyder had lived to be his competitor. [Thomas
Ford, A History of Illinois . . . (Chicago: S. C. Griggs & Co., 1854), 269]

For modern scholarly background, see Glen M. Leonard, Nauvoo: A Place of
Peace, A People of Promise (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 2002), pp. 296‐97. Of
course when you want color for a Nauvoo‐era catalog entry, you turn to Sam
Taylor (even if he doesnʹt give specific sources for his stories . . . or footnotes) . . .
Eliza helped Emma put up raspberry jam for winter; it
was Josephʹs favorite. After boiling it down, they
poured it into earthenware crocks, leaving the jam
an inch from the top; then when the jam had
cooled, Eliza poured whiskey atop it to the
brim, to preserve it, and Emma put on the lids
and sealed them with red wax. They were
finishing the jam when Joseph called. Going
out, they saw him arriving on a spirited bay
horse. How, he asked, did they like his new
purchase?
A wonderful horse, Eliza said. ʺWhatʹs his
name?ʺ
ʺJoe Duncan.ʺ
For a moment, Eliza and Emma were surprised
and puzzled. Former Governor Joseph Duncan was
again candidate for office, running on an anti‐Mormon
platform calling for repeal of the Nauvoo city charter. The notorious apostate,
10

John C. Bennett, was stumping the state in support of Joe Duncan, fomenting
animosity toward the Saints.
Joseph swung from the saddle and surveyed the horse appreciatively.
Duncan,ʺ he said. ʺI call him that because I like to ride the governor.ʺ

ʺJoe

[Samuel W. Taylor, Nightfall at Nauvoo (New York: Macmillan, 1971), 145‐46.
PORTRAIT OF DUNCAN above adapted by Rick Grunder from Newton Bateman et
al., Historical Encyclopedia of Illinois . . . (Chicago: Munsell Pub. Co., 1921), plate
facing page 254.]

T

his item is part of a small COLLECTION OF 23 LAND, FUNERAL AND OTHER
DOCUMENTS from ADAMS COUNTY, Illinois (1836‐1850s & a few later). It was
here that the Saints were first welcomed and sheltered in 1839 when they were
driven from Missouri. Names on earlier items in the group include Benjamin B.
BLEVIN (nice partly‐printed land indenture to Nathaniel PULMAN, both of Adams
County, June 3, 1836), Charles W. Billington, David Nelson, Samuel Hutton,
Josiah Richards, William H. Tandy (as Sheriff, on pre‐printed slips in 1838 and
ʹ39), S. M. Bartlett, John L. Cochran and others. Various sizes, all in very good
condition, many on forms with quaint locally‐printed text.

[CATALOG CONTINUES . . .
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ʺ. . . one of the best sources on the subject.ʺ
4

GIBBS, Josiah F[rancis]. THE MOUNTAIN MEADOWS MASSACRE, By Josiah
F. Gibbs, Author of ʺLights and Shadows of Mormonism.ʺ Illustrated by Nine Full‐Page
and Five Half‐Page Engravings from Photographs Taken on the Ground. Copyrighted
by Salt Lake Tribune Publishing Co., 1910.
22½ cm. 59 pp. Illustrated. Orig. illustrated light green wrappers; ads on both
sides of back wrapper. Wrappers and title page darkened (title page noticeably
so, and unevenly); some wear and abrasion to back wrapper and to its staple
areas. The remainder of the text is clean and unworn.
$100
Flake 3554. Second edition, issued the same year as the first in order to correct
some minor errors ʺ. . . for purpose of disarming Mormon critics who are ever
alert to even the slightest discrepancies that may find their way into the writings
of those who presume to criticise the conduct and motives of the Mormon
leaders.ʺ (ʺNote to Second and Future Editionsʺ on verso of title page, dated Salt
Lake City, October 17, 1910ʺ).

Interesting documentary photographs purport to show the precise locations of
various events of the massacre. Two of the illustrations are particularly macabre,
taken from actual photographs of Lee sitting on his coffin (ABOVE, p. 44), then
lying dead in the coffin. A wagon seat appears to have been brought upon the
scene for the photograph, then left upon on the ground while a dog muses
languidly upon the seemingly mundane aspect of the long‐anticipated final
12

moment as a dozen men pose placidly to get into the picture with the
condemned man. From the writerʹs introduction . . .
Some five years ago a prominent Salt Lake editor, in a letter to the writer, said:
ʺThe Mountain Meadows massacre is an incident that should be forgotten.ʺ The
gentleman, a well‐known Gentile, was in error, the human family learns only by
experience. The lessons taught by the tragedies of the past come down to us in
the form of history and become danger signals along the highway of advancing
civilization, and warn us of the peril that marches hand in hand with human
passions, with ignorance and superstition.
Speaking specifically, the Mountain Meadows massacre should not be
forgotten as long as Mormon writers, pulpiteers and missionaries use the
ʺMissouri Persecutions,ʺ the ʺMartyrdom of Joseph and Hyrum Smith,ʺ and the
ʺExpulsion of the Saints from Nauvooʺ as influences for proselyting. Nor should
the discussion of any prominent tragedy cease until the causes that unerringly
led up to the act shall have been eradicated, or until the lesson that it teaches is
no longer necessary. [p.3]

Mountain Meadows Massacre historian Will Bagley provides a nice biographical
introduction to the author of this pamphlet, and calls his work ʺbalancedʺ . . .
His years as a newspaperman served him well as he traveled through southern
Utah interviewing survivors and collecting evidence. Gibbs found the non‐
Mormon accounts distorted and faulted them for holding an entire people
responsible for the crime. He believed Mormon advocates equally untruthful
and unfair for first placing the entire responsibility on the Indians and then
transferring all blame to Lee and a few rogue Mormons. Gibbs accepted most of
Leeʹs story of the massacre, but he concluded that Brigham Young ʺwas guiltless,
before the fact, of any part in the Mountain Meadows massacre,ʺ beyond
preaching the doctrine of unquestioned obedience and its ʺtwin sister, the
doctrine of blood atonement.ʺ Gibbs rejected Youngʹs claim that he knew
nothing about the massacre for years after the event, however, citing Jacob
Hamblinʹs testimony that Young knew it all. The ʺMormon people, as a people,
were—are—blameless,ʺ Gibbs concluded. It was pointless to prosecute the last
unatoned participants; ʺlet Justice slumber,ʺ he advised. Gibbs blamed ʺthe
accursed doctrine of unquestioning obedience that impelled those mistaken men
to stain their souls with murderʺ—a doctrine he found alive and well in the LDS
church.
[Will Bagley, Blood of the Prophets: Brigham Young and the Massacre at Mountain
Meadows (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2002), 338, citing Gibbsʹ Lights
and Shadows of Mormonism; quote at the head of this entry from Bagley, p. 337.]
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. . . Worrell, little thinking of his tombstone . . . [p. 675]
5

[HAY, John] ʺTHE MORMON PROPHETʹS TRAGEDY.ʺ ARTICLE in THE
ATLANTIC MONTHLY, Devoted to Literature, Science, Art and Politics for
December 1869 [24; whole no. 146].
235 cm. Paged [645]‐768 plus volume title and contents leaves bound in at end;
plus pages of ads, some printed on colored paper. Orig. printed salmon colored
wrappers. Wrappers worn; contents very good.
$60
The article fills pages 669‐78. The
authorʹs name is given only in the
volume contents leaf, at the end of this
issue. HAY (1838‐1905) was Abraham
Lincolnʹs correspondence secretary,
and later U.S. Secretary of State under
McKinley and Theodore Roosevelt.
From ages three to eleven, however, he
grew up in WARSAW, Illinois (1841‐49,
near Nauvoo) where he continued to
own property for many years
afterward).
This is an extremely
literate and detailed article for the
genre ‐ of course critical of Mormon‐
ism practices in general. There is
much on polygamy and the Nauvoo
Expositor, with pointed comments
about various characters who figured
in the final days of Joseph Smith. The
author seems to betray personal
knowledge of those times while he
lived in Hancock County, in at least a
couple of passages . . .

Hay with Lincoln (Wikimedia Commons)

These occurrences gave rise to an excitement in the county which one
regarding the matter calmly from this distance finds it difficult to account for.
Public meetings were held in every precinct. Volunteer companies sprang up
everywhere at the tap of a drum. There was drilling on every common, and
hoarse eloquence in all the schoolhouses. Expresses were riding on all the roads
with imperfectly defined purposes. The brigadier‐general commanding the
militia ordered a levy en masse in the adjoining counties. The newspapers of the
county grew hysterical with exclamation‐points and ʺdisplay‐type.ʺ The Warsaw
ʺSignal,ʺ published at the head‐quarters of the anti‐Mormons, by Mr. Thomas C.
Sharp, was simply frantic in its issue of the 12th June. [p. 671; emphasis added]
14

.....
Joe Smith died bravely. He stood by the jamb of the door and fired four shots,
bringing his man down every time. He shot an Irishman named Wills, who was
in the affair from his congenital love of a brawl, in the arm; Gallagher, a
Southerner from the Mississippi Bottom, in the face; Voorhees, a half‐grown
hobbledehoy from Bear Creek, in the shoulder; and another gentleman, whose
name I will not mention, as he is prepared to prove an alibi, and besides stands
six feet two in his moccasins. [p. 675; IMAGE of Hay with Lincoln, above,
adapted from Wikimedia Commons]

See the entire article here:
http://www.utlm.org/onlineresources/johnhayarticle.htm

[CATALOG CONTINUES . . .
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the blue salamander

6

HOFMANN, Mark W[illiam]. AUTOGRAPH NOTE SIGNED, ʺMark W. Hofmann
1‐6‐86 My left handʺ on a sheet of my business stationery. [Salt Lake City],
January 6, 1986.
One page, 8½ X 11 inches, verso blank. Condition as new. The purchaser of this
piece may be amused when the item arrives with my 2017 invoice signed on
identical custom stationery, still printed for me by the same company in Ithaca,
New York after all these years. (I do have a cell phone now, though I scarcely
know how to use it.)
$1,200
Rare cursive signature in
Hofmannʹs naturally awkward
left hand, written while his
right hand was mending from
his own bomb explosion.
From the period at home,
between the bombings and the
preliminary hearing which
ultimately sent him to prison
for life.
:: ALSO SIGNED ::
by Shannon P. FLYNN (ʺTruth
will prevailʺ) December 17,
1985,
:: AND ::
by Brent Lee METCALFE,
January 15, 1986,

:: AND :: with an outline drawing of a salamander in blue ink by Lyn Richard
JACOBS, the end of the tail forming his initials, ʺLRJ,ʺ March 16, 1986.
Signed at my request on the dates noted (the dates all written by the individual
signers). The three friends of Hofmann (victims discussed in most of the books
about the forgery/murders) signed this sheet when we still believed the man to
be innocent of those crimes. The late Dr. Jacobs, who had been working on an
original home‐crafts style ʺstained glassʺ window portraying Joseph Smith, the
white salamander and Angel Moroni, left off that project shortly afterward, when
evidence finally emerged which could not be doubted.
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NOTE: I had about ten of these signed, thirty‐one years ago. They are kept at my
bank, and I have let one out at a time, widely‐spaced every few years (all offered
copies having sold: one on eBay in the 1990s, one in ʺA Mormon List Electricʺ on
my old website in 2003, another from ʺLucky ʹSeven,ʺ a catalog listed on that site
in 2007, and the purple salamander example in Mormon List 73 in April 2014 for
$1,000 with two back‐up orders). I retain the others, but now offer one more for
sale.
Being manuscript, each example is naturally somewhat unique. In addition, no
two are alike because Lyn drew the salamander on each example in a different
color. This is therefore the ʺblue salamanderʺ version.
As an avid . . . collector of autographs, Mark must have sensed an ironic parallel
situation when he signed this piece of paper . . .
All things considered, the autograph of Lord Nelson, another great adversary of
Napoleon, is not so rare as the collector might expect. . . . Nelson lost his right
arm at the Battle of Tenerife in July 1797. He learned to write quite well with his
left hand, but the two hands are extremely distinctive: the normal hand slants
strongly to the right; the left hand has a backward slant. [Jerry E. Patterson,
Autographs: A Collectorʹs Guide (NY, 1973), p. 157]

[CATALOG CONTINUES . . .
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Showing ISAAC GALLAND ʹs locations.
7

[ILLINOIS and MISSOURI] H[enry].
S[chenck]. TANNER, SECTIONAL
MAP OF ILLINOIS AND MISSOURI
BY H. S. TANNER. 1844. New York:
Entered according to Act of Congress.
Published by H. S. Tanner. En‐
graved by H.S. Tanner and Assistants.
73 X 58 cm. (28½ X 23 inches).
Printed folding map in its original
dark brown blind‐decorated boards
(measuring 15½ X 10 cm. when
closed). Gilt‐lettered title on front
board:
ʺTANNERʹS TRAVELLING
MAP OF ILLINOIS & MO. WITH THE
ROADS.
CANALS.
RAILROADS.
COUNTIES. &Cʺ Contemporary hand‐

coloring in vibrant, unfaded hues.
Handsome engraved Tannerʹs Map
Store bookplate (New York City) on
inside front board, along with a
smaller printed pink vendorsʹ slip of BRAUTIGAM & KEENʹs Franklin Book‐
Store in Chicago (where OCLC finds them publishing an arithmetic book in
1845).
In very good, attractive condition. The boards
have only the most minimal wear; back‐fold
very strong. There is some usual, expected
separation of paper (without actual loss) at a
dozen fold junctions.
These are hardly
obtrusive, and can easily be repaired almost
invisibly by a paper conservator.
$2,500
RARE. OCLC locates ONLY ONE COPY, preserved at the ABRAHAM LINCOLN
PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY AND MUSEUM in Springfield, Illinois. Not on the LDS
Church History Library website. OCLC also shows versions for 1836 and 1840
(each one presumably updated, and the earlier versions without the mention of
ʺSectionalʺ in their titles). Michael W. Heaston offered the 1840 version in his
Catalogue Thirty‐One (issued ca. 1999; item 220, describing it as the ʺFirst edition
of the excellent travellerʹs map,ʺ with some wear and repair @ $1,750).
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T

is probably the best printed map I have owned of the Midwestern
Mormon‐interest region. I acquired it in 2003 from an older friend and
colleague who grew up in western Illinois, who believes he bought it from
Wright HOWES (1882‐1978, known to specialists as the author of the standard
Americana bibliography, U.S.Iana, 1954 and 1962). I have never offered this
piece for sale until now.
HIS

SHOWING ALL OF ILLINOIS AND MISSOURI, much of Iowa, plus adjacent border
areas of Kentucky, Minnesota and Arkansas (only Illinois and Missouri are

colored and show full details). In western Missouri one sees Independence,
Richmond, Far West, Liberty, and other points of interest. Hancock County,
Illinois includes Nauvoo, Carthage, Warsaw, Venus and even ʺWhiteʹs Land[in]gʺ
Across the Mississippi appear not only Keokuk, Iowa, but further north,
ʺKeokukʹs Town (Sacs)ʺ marked with little teepee symbols on the Ioway River.
This map also contains two pleasant surprises for Mormon historians . . .
ISAAC GALLAND. On the Iowa side of the river in the Half‐Breed Tract,
midway northward between Warsaw and Nauvoo appears the designation for
19

ʺDr Garlandʺ who was more commonly known by that time as Dr. Isaac
GALLAND (Doctrine & Covenants 124:78‐79, ʺfor I, the Lord, love him for the
work he hath done . . .ʺ). Then further up on the eastern bank of the R[ivière]. de
Moines we find a marker for ʺGarlands Trading Ho[use].ʺ (Note that Galland
went by the surname of ʺGarlandʺ during pre‐Mormon years in Western Illinois.
I own an 1839 document in which both spellings appear on one slip of paper for
the same man. For further detail, see the papers of Gallandʹs friend MARK
ALDRICH, item 13.)

[illustration continues . . .
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ITEM

7, ABOVE , WHEN FIRST OPENING

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

[CATALOG CONTINUES . . .
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rare land promotersʹ hand‐colored map including points of Mormon interest
8

[IOWA; WINTER QUARTERS] A Township Map OF THE STATE OF
Compiled from the United States Surveys, official information and personal
reconnaissance, showing the Streams, Roads, Towns,
Post Offices, County Seats, Works of Internal
Improvement, &c &c.
Published by HENN,
WILLIAMS & CO.[,] Fairfield, Iowa and by R. L.
BARNES, PHILADELPHIA, N.E. corner of 7th &
Market Sts.[,] 1854.
ʺLith. of Friend & Aub, Phila [;] Entered, according to act
of Congress, in the year 1854, by R. L. Barnes, in the
Clerkʹs Office of the eastern District court of Penna ʺ

LARGE

issued by ʺ
., Dealers in Land, Land Warrants &
Exchange, Fairfield, Iowa. Special attention given to
LOCATION, sale and loan of Warrants and to the
collecting and remitting of sight and time bills.ʺ At head of inset ad: ʺBernhart
Henn. Jesse Williams. George D. Temple.ʺ
$1,500
FOLDING TRAVEL MAP

Approx. 55 X 90 cm. (21¾ X 35½ inches, counting margins). Original brownish‐
purple cloth boards with ornamental gilt lettering on the front, and blind‐
lettering on back (some fading and moderate wear to covers, but not tearing or
needing repair). Original hand coloring, still bright and attractive. There is
22

some medium damp‐staining and other stains or toning, but not extreme or
particularly bothersome. There are a number of clean separations to the map
(without loss) at certain folds, all of which can be closed neatly with archival
tissue by a qualified conservator. (I would expect such work to cost, including
shipping and consultations, less than $200.)
RARE, with various versions published 1851, ʹ54, ʹ55 and ʹ56, each version
showing more development in the region. Streeter Sale 3893 (this version); Graff
entries 1856 and 1857 (for the 1851 and ʹ55 versions, respectively). OCLC locates
four copies of the 1851 version (all in Midwestern libraries) and seven copies of
the 1854 version offered here (none in the West except the BYU copy); many
more of the 1855 version, and one of the 1856.

Shows WINTER QUARTERS IN NEBRASKA TERRITORY and the beginning of the
ʺGreat Western Mail & Emigrant Route to the Pacificʺ; Iowaʹs COUNCIL BLUFFS
and ʺOld Council Bluffs,ʺ Pisgah (presumably old Mormon Mt. Pisgah) in Union
County, and portions of western Illinois including NAUVOO, Carthage and
Warsaw; Iowa towns of interest adjacent to Hancock County, Illinois include
Burlington, Ft. Madison, Montrose, and Keokuk.
The western portion of northern Iowa, while
divided into counties and unnamed townships, is
essentially empty. HENN maps are more rare and
desirable than the more common Mitchell
productions, and I have kept this example aside for
more than a decade, now listing it here for sale for
the first time. For further discussion, see Michael D. Heaston Catalogue Thirty‐
Two (1990s) offering a repaired later (1855) example of this map for $1,750.00
23

ʺ. . . the order of GOV. BOGGS directing the expulsion or extermination
of the Mormons, was received by GEN. ATCHISON,
disgusted with such a command . . .ʺ
9

[MISSOURI] ʺTHE MORMON WAR ENDED.ʺ ARTICLE in the NEW YORK
ADVERTISER AND EXPRESS (newspaper, New York City) for Saturday eve‐
ning, November 24, 1838 [ʺVol 3.ʺ].
condition noted: $85
Folio, [4] pp. (complete single issue).
WORN AND STAINED (not affecting the
Mormon article).
Four column inches on the back page
(p. [4], column 2). This article is
based on reports appearing in ʺThe
St. Louis papers of the 8th . . .ʺ This
is a notably sympathetic treatment
typical of the tone adopted by many
non‐Missouri newspapers following
word of the Hawnʹs Mill massacre
which had taken place less than four
weeks before this issue appeared.
I find this article appearing in
The New‐Yorker of the same date,
and then reprinted four days later in
upstate New York. We read that ʺ. . .
the Mormons hoisted a white flag,
which was shot down by Capt.
Bogard, but was immediately
replaced. Gen Atchison then sent in
a message with a view to learn their
wishes and intentions, when six of the leaders avowed their willingness to
surrender, . . . Their names are JOSEPH SMITH, SIDNEY RIGDON, GEORGE HINKLE,
LYMAN WIGHT, PERLEY, P. PRATT, and Mr. KNIGHT.ʺ
I note with wry humor that I purchased this newspaper exactly eight years ago
today (day of cataloging). I guess it was time to offer it for sale at last.
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ʺYou think him really dead?ʺ
10

ʺMORMON ANECDOTE.ʺ Colorful ARTICLE in the WESTERN LITERARY
MESSENGER. A Family Journal, Devoted to Literature, Science, Art, Morality and
General Intelligence. (Buffalo, New York) for Saturday, August 31, 1844 [IV:7].
34 cm. (13½ X 9½ inches). Paged [49]‐56 (eight‐page complete issue). Stained
irregularly throughout (with medium darkness; not attractive).
$150
Rare and interesting. The article is credited at the end to an unspecified issue of
the ʺSyracuse Freeman.ʺ The only issue of the Syracuse Democratic Freeman shown
on OCLC to have survived to the present day is a June 14, 1844 issue preserved
at the Huntington Library. This Western Literary Messenger copy may therefore
be the earliest available source for the narrative it preserves.
The story was picked up later by the Sunbury, Pennsylvania American (October 5,
1844, then by The Millennial Harbinger (Bethany, VA) for November 1844 (also
crediting the Syracuse paper), then by the Columbia Democrat (Bloomsburg,
Pennsylvania for November 9, 1844), and finally made its way to London where
it was reprinted in The Christian Messenger and Reformer number for April 1845.
These are the only examples I find online, all later than the version which is now
offered here. It is a familiar‐sounding Mormon miracle story, so take it with
grains of salt. The story fills ten column inches with small type. Spoiler: Here is
the conclusion . . .
Just at that moment it crept into the head of the farmer that a trick was about
being played upon them of a blasphemous character, and he quickly resolved to
test the same. ʺHold,ʺ said he, ʺa moment and do not the miracle until I return.ʺ
He went out, took an axe from the wood pile, and came in without saying a word
and walked up to the bedside, and addressed the man of miracles as follows:
ʺYou think him really dead?ʺ
ʺO, yes,ʺ
ʺWell, then, I will just cut off his head to make it sure, for if you can raise him to
life from death at all, you can do it as well with his head off as on !ʺ and suiting
the action to the word, raised the axe as if he would strike, when lo ! with a loud
shriek, up jumped the dead man, crying, ʺMurder, murder !ʺ at the top of his
voice.
Before the proper authorities could he reached, the risen man and the prophet
baulked, put out and fled as from a devouring plague, much to the amusement
of the sensible man who detected their impositions. Since which time no
Mormon finds his way into that region to remain long.
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It has frequently been a subject of discussion among
theologians, ʺWhether there shall be degrees of glory in heaven.ʺ
This question may be easily settled . . . –p. 193
11

[MORMON PARALLELS] Thomas DICK.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF A FUTURE
STATE. By Thomas Dick, Author of ʺThe
Christian Philosopher,ʺ ʺThe Philosophy
of Religion,ʺ &c. &c. Philadelphia:
Hogan & Thompson, No. 30, N. Fourth
Street. No date given (but 1830s or
1840s ?).
15 cm., xii, 13‐304 pages. (Dedication
ʺTo Thomas Chalmers, D.D.,ʺ pp. [iii]‐
iv, dated Dec. 28, 1827; ʺAppendix,ʺ
pp. 301‐304.)
Collated COMPLETE.
Original brown sprinkled calf; red
leather label on gilt spine. A very
good, tight copy.
The text has
medium foxing throughout, but is free
from tears or markings.
$250
DATING: First published at Glasgow,
1828; the first American edition fol‐
lowed in 1829. According to one
careful bookseller online, ʺJames
Hogan & Ambrose W. Thompson were in business together as booksellers and
stationers from 1832 or 1833 until 1851. In 1839 they took over William Hydeʹs
stationery business at 77 Chestnut St.; they used that address and 30 N. 4th St. in
1839 and 1840. From 1841 to 1851 they used the 4th St. address and 106 or 108
Chestnut St.ʺ OCLC shows two dated Hogan & Thompson editions of Dickʹs
Philosophy of a Future State (which one can trust, the other entry dates being
impossible), in 1835 and 1843; OCLC does not give an address in the publisher
bylines of these two editions. OCLC lists numerous other works by various
authors printed by Hogan & Thompson which specifically give the 30 N. Fourth
Street address from 1837 through 1850.

M

115 (analyzing a New York 1831 edition. Click HERE to
view that individual entry in PDF format, including a portrait of Thomas
Dick.) Interestingly, neither OCLC nor the National Union Catalog appear to list
the undated edition offered here. Thirty years ago, however, I sold another
copy of this edition (leather, green label, very good copy @ $175 to a private
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collector; Mormon List Twenty‐Four, item 3). That copy bore, on its inside front
cover, a very old advertising book label printed by H. &. E. Phinney of Coopers‐
town, New York (who printed the 1828 Bible used by Joseph Smith for his New
Translation), filled out for School District No. 3 of Plainfield [Otsego County,
New York].
While not crucial to the central point at hand, we do know that Joseph Smith had
access to this widely‐published title by at least 1836 since Oliver Cowdery quoted
passages from it in the December 1836 issue of the Messenger and Advocate (pp.
423‐25). Fawn Brodie, in No Man Knows My History, seemed convinced that
Joseph himself had ʺbeen readingʹʹ it (New York: Knopf, 1945, p. 171 ), that it was
his ʺfirst introductionʺ to plurality of worlds ideology (p.172), and that Josephʹs
views ʺcame directly from Dick . . . ,ʺ p.172. Erich Robert Paul, in ʺJoseph Smith
and the Plurality of Worlds Ideaʺ (Dialogue 19 [Summer 1986], 30) stated an
opposite view, that ʺit seems unlikely that Joseph benefited significantly from
Dickʹs ideas.ʺ
Both writers were probably too confident in their positions. Certainly, it would
be difficult to demonstrate that Joseph Smith borrowed directly from Dick – or
from most other authors, for that matter. But to say that Dick had little or no
influence on Smith is to claim that Joseph lived in a vacuum quite antithetical to
his inquisitive, ever‐learning nature.
THOMAS DICK was THE CARL SAGAN OF JOSEPH SMITHʹS GENERATION.
He promoted a ubiquitous availability of broad‐based nineteenth‐century
plurality‐of‐worlds notions that filled Smithʹs world at every social and
educational level. Childrenʹs textbooks were full of the stuff, and by the late‐mid
1840s, even Dr. Livingstone was reading The Philosophy of a Future State in the
wilds of Africa! (Mormon Parallels, p. 475). With or without direct borrowing from
Dick specifically, Dickʹs popularizing of ideas had to have served as a catalyst
behind Smithʹs revelatory stance. ʺ. . . [T]hey appeal to the changes going on in
the universe,ʺ reported a friendly investigator of Mormonism in 1839,
as revealed by the science of Astronomy. Nor are they alone in this hypothesis:
— Professor Dick, from whom they frequently quote, has treated it largely in his
Christian Philosopher, Philosophy of religion, and of a future state. [Utica,
Michigan, June 22, 1839; H. R. Schetterly to the editor of the Evangelical Magazine
and Gospel Advocate (Utica, New York) printed in its New Series 10:36 (September
6, 1839), p. 284. Schetterly specifically names Elder Hiram J. Brown, with whom
he spoke at length.]

M

of Dickʹs Future State appeared in America during Joseph
Smithʹs lifetime, beginning in 1829. BELOW IS A SAMPLING of ideas from
the specific edition now offered here for sale:
ANY EDITIONS
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–

ʺ. . . the work of creation is still going forward in the distant regions of the universe, and
. . . the Creator is replenishing the voids of space with new worlds and new orders of
intelligent beings; . . . new systems will be continually emerging into existence while
eternal ages are rol1ing on.ʺ p. 97.

–

ʺ. . . innumerable intelligences . . . are incessantly emerging into existence . . . ,ʺ p.101;
cf. Moses 1:38.

–

Angels are probably ʺ. . . invested with bodies, or fine material vehicles, . . . ,ʺ pp. 163‐64.

–

Similarly, ʺIt is not improbable that the spirits of just men made perfect, are likewise
occasionally employed in similar services.ʺ pp. 279‐80. Compare to Doctrine and
Covenants 129:1, 3 (ʺThere are two kinds of beings in heaven, namely: Angels, . . .
having bodies of flesh and bones ‐ . . . Secondly: the spirits of just men made perfect . . .ʺ
Either can appear as messengers from God).

–

Dick remarks upon the ʺinanityʺ of thinking that angels are merely spirits, explaining
that the ʺcorporeal framesʺ of angels could be material substance of rarified nature,
pp. 220‐21n.

–

Angels fly at a speed ʺ. . . far exceeding the amazing velocity of light.ʺ p.216.

–

ʺLet us suppose, for a moment, that the globe we now inhabit . . . shall . . . undergo a
new arrangement to render it fit for being the abode of holy intelligences in a future
state.ʺ pp. 184‐85; cf. Doctrine and Covenants 130:9.

–

Godʹs ʺ. . . Almighty energy is exerted throughout the boundless regions of space . . . ,ʺ
p.248; cf. D&C 88:12.

–

On ʺdegrees of glory,ʺ Dick states that ʺ. . . the reward bestowed on those servants to
whom talents were intrusted, was in proportion to the improvement they had made; . . .
for ʹas one star differeth from another in glory, so also is the resurrection from the
dead.ʹʺ p. 194; cf. D&C 76: 96‐98; 131:1.

–

ʺNone but that Eternal Mind which counts the number of the stars . . . can form a clear
and comprehensive conception of the number . . .ʺ p.210; cf. Moses 1:35.

–

ʺ. . . although the visible systems of the universe appear to be connected by certain
general principles and laws . . . yet . . . modifications which these laws may receive in
each particular system, may produce an almost infinite diversity of phenomena in
different worlds . . .ʺ pp. 211 ‐ 12; cf. D&C 88:36‐39.

–

ʺ. . . in other worlds, there may exist an indefinite variety, as to the general form of [their
bodies, in] . . . the splendour and beauty of their aspect . . .ʺ p.218 ; cf. D & C 77:3.

–

ʺ. . . the whole of this vast assemblage of suns and worlds revolves around the grand
centre of the universe . . . —this centre where the throne of God is placed . . . superior to
all the other provinces of creation . . .ʺ p.249; cf. D&C 76:92, Abraham 3:1‐17.

–

There may be ʺ... an example of material creation, exceeding all the rest in magnitude
and splendour . . .ʺ (p. 245 ends), in the center of the universe, ʺ... termed THE THRONE
OF G OD . . . . This grand central body may be considered as the Capital of the universe.
28

. . . Here, the glorified body of the Redeemer may have taken its principal station . . .
and here likewise, Enoch and Elijah may reside . . .ʺ This may be ʺthe THIRD HEAVENS—
[p. 246 ends; color added] THE THRONE OF THE ETERNAL—THE HEAVEN OF HEAVENS—
THE HIGH AND HOLY PLACE—and THE LIGHT THAT IS INACCESSIBLE AND FULL OF GLORY.ʺ
p. 247; compare to Doctrine and Covenants 76:92 (ʺAnd thus we saw the glory of the
celestial , which excels in all things ‐ where God, even the Father, reigns upon his throne
forever and ever;ʺ). One must ask frankly if Robert Paul even read Thomas Dick before
writing, in his Dialogue article cited further above, that ʺWhile [Fawn Brodie] implies
that Joseph derived his notion of Kolob from Dickʹs idea of the ʹthrone of God,ʹ Dick
views God as ubiquitous, universal, and ethereal. Thus, it would preclude Josephʹs idea
of a universal center upon which God, as a being, dwells.ʺ (Paul, p. 29)

12

–

ʺ. . . Enoch and Elijah . . . are already furnished with bodies, and [are] with other orders
of celestial intelligences—ʺ p.203.

–

ʺ. . . this earth . . . here and there, has the appearance of being the ruins of a former
world—ʺ p.210.

ʺMORMONISM AND MESMERISM.ʺ Comic front‐page ARTICLE ‐ probably by James
Gordon BENNETT ‐ spoofing the Mormons in: NEW YORK HERALD.‐‐‐EXTRA.
New York, Tuesday Afternoon, May 10, 1842.
Folio BROADSHEET (22 X 15 inches); one
leaf printed front and back (2 pages,
complete extra issue). IN FINE, CRISP
CONDITION, never folded. Very neatly
disbound; faint unobtrusive stain along
right column.
$200
I take this article to be a spoof, and I
donʹt find it reprinted by other newspa‐
pers. It appeared earlier the same day
in the Heraldʹs morning edition, but was
then reprinted here as a filler piece (first
page, third column; 4 column inches) in
this rare EXTRA edition which was
published to report the ʺResult of the
GREAT RACE. The SOUTH AGAINST
THE NORTH. The North Victorious!ʺ –
giving the results received half an hour
earlier by express of a horse race with a purse of $20,000, the entire mile track
being crowded with observers.
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Another article had appeared on Joseph Smithʹs animal magnetism a week
earlier in the same paper, and was then reprinted in the Mormonsʹ own Times and
Seasons. For background on this general topic, see Gary L. Bunker and Davis
Bitton, ʺMesmerism and Mormonism,ʺ Brigham Young University Studies 15:2
(1975), 146‐70. The report now at hand reads in its entirety as follows:
MORMONISM AND MESMERISM.—Among the distinguished arrivals in this city
last week, we have that of the celebrated Mons. L. de Bonneville, formerly
Professor of French in Harvard College, since then Professor of Magnetism all
over the country, and now and forever a great teacher and preacher, and a
burning and shining light among the Mormons.
This gentleman is an extraordinary man—a perfect enthusiast in his science of
Mesmerism—he has followed it up with such intensity as to discover that
Mormonism is the only true religion after all, according to his notions; and that
by means of Mesmerism he has discovered the true Mormon mode of revelation,
and the way in which Joe Smith receives his communications direct from
Heaven. He teaches French, Spanish, Italian, Latin, the arts and sciences, and
probably the unknown tongues, and is able to cure sick people of all sorts of
disorders, including the blue devils—in short, every disease, but that of empty
pockets. His love for the Mormons was so great, and his conviction derived from
Mesmerism so certain, that they were and are the true people of God—that he
abandoned a lucrative situation at Harvard, to go out into the world, and preach
the truth. To be sure, he fell into the hands of the Philistines, and was robbed by
a brother in part of his faith, of all his money; but thatʹs a trifle. He is here now,
and we advise him to give lectures instantly, on the extraordinary connection
between Mormonism and Mesmerism, to the salvation of sinners. We want a
great reform here bad enough.

[CATALOG CONTINUES . . .
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[PALMYRA, NEW YORK] THE WAYNE SENTINEL . . . by T. R Strong. Palmyra,
New York, Wednesday, March 27, 1833 [10:28; whole no. 496].
Folio, 4 pp. (complete issue). RAGGED AND
separated across most of the
WORN;
horizontal fold (both leaves). Much of the
masthead remains, but with loss to
ʺWAYNEʺ and just a little loss to ʺTHE.ʺ
Stabilized and partially repaired using
archival paste and japanese tissue. Medium
textual loss, though not extreme. Staining
is only moderate.
$350
The sample ad AT LEFT appears on the back
page, showing an Erie Canal boat with
horses pulling it along the towpath, and
mentioning P[hilip]. GRANDIN. Of particu‐
lar note in this newspaper issue is a lengthy
petition to divide WAYNE COUNTY, signed
in type by several citizens including
LUTHER TUCKER and POMEROY TUCKER,
followed by a response and a letter in type from Pomeroy Tucker. In that letter,
Pomeroy refers to what must be Luther Tucker as ʺmy brother who resides at
Walworth.ʺ On page 1, column 2 is the following legal ad relating to the doctor
who attended Alvin Smith unsuccessfully in 1823. He has recently died . . .
ʺNOTICE. The notes and accounts of the late Gain Robinson and also of the late
firm of Gain and Caius C. Robinson have been left with the subscriber for
collection.—Unless settled immediately no indulgence will be shown in
enforcing payment. Geo. E. Pomeroy, Palmyra, March 13, 1833.ʺ

[CATALOG CONTINUES . . .
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ʺPROVO VALLEY, UTAH.ʺ Color photomechanical print (POSTCARD; publisherʹs
number preceding caption title: 70526). [ʺPHOSTINTʺ CARD. Made only by
Detroit Publishing Co.]. No date, but ca. 1920s?
Postcard, 3½ X 5½ inches. Attractively printed in colors on coated stock.
Divided back. Possible date window: 1907‐1933, after which I understand this
publisher ceased printing postcards. Nearly fine, and unused.
$30

A similar example at the Library of Congress, though with a different item
number, may be seen at the link below. They suggest a final end‐date of 1931:
https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/510d47d9‐a01c‐a3d9‐e040‐e00a18064a99

[CATALOG CONTINUES . . .
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[ROCHESTER, NEW YORK]
A DIRECTORY FOR THE VILLAGE OF
ROCHESTER, Containing the Names, Residence and Occupations of all Male
Inhabitants over fifteen years of
age, in said village, on the first of
January, 1827. To which is
added, A Sketch of the History of
the Village, from 1812 to 1827.
Rochester [New York]: Pub‐
lished by Elisha Ely. Everard
Peck, Printer, 1827.
17½ cm. 141, [1 (Contents)],
[14 (ads)] pp. + the folding
frontispiece map of Rochester
(21 X 15 cm. plus printed
borders and margins); two
blank endleaves at front, and
two at back.
Collated
COMPLETE.
Original printed
yellow leather‐backed boards
as issued with title page
reproduced on the front, and
hardware dealers Allcott &
Wattsʹ ad on the back. Simple
gilt double‐line decoration to
spine.
Discreet repair to verso of the folding map (without loss) using japanese tissue.
Medium foxing throughout, and discoloration to areas of the outer boards (from
the underlying leather from the spine). Some abrasion to boards, and wear to
board corners and some edges. Still a very good copy overall; tight and very
$1,250
strong without any chipping or weakness to spine caps.
Howes E134 (aa rarity) saying, ʺFirst directory and first history of this city.ʺ
American Imprints 28708. OCLC locates about twenty copies, with none in the
American West except for the Huntington Library. Not on the LDS Church
History Library website.
PUBLISHED IN 1827, this early work has nothing to say about Mormonism, yet it
stands as a crucial source of data for understanding many cultural and parallel
elements in that early movement. As publisher Ely observed on page 70, ʺTo
persons at a distance, or to a succeeding generation, circumstances that seem
trifling to us, from their familiarity, may acquire a lively interest.ʺ
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For extensive discussion of certain such ʺcircumstancesʺ which would soon
impact the Book of Mormon text (a number of which are quoted from ‐ or
illustrated in ‐ this book now at
hand), see my Mormon Parallels
entry 350 which can be downloaded
as a separate PDF file using the link
above. Busy EXCHANGE STREET, for
example (which Joseph Smith and
Martin Harris would walk two years
later in search of a publisher for the
Book of Mormon) can be studied on
the excellent engraved map. They
tried Rochesterʹs famous Anti‐
Masonic publisher Thurlow Weed,
but he directed them instead to his
friend across the way:
We can
probably imagine Joseph Smith
and Martin Harris entering the latter
establishment in June 1829 and asking
for the proprietor. ELIHU MARSHALL
appears in a moment, struggling to
the counter on his crutches ‐ or the
visitors are escorted to Marshallʹs
desk beside which those supports rest
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conspicuously. Some brief introductions are in order, and the ever‐affable
Quaker asks Joseph where he resides. It is reasonable to suppose that some
pleasant if brief remarks ensue regarding their mutual affection for citizens of the
Waterloo area. He cheerfully works up a cost estimate, and this makes Marshall
the first man to agree to print the first Mormon book. It was on the strength of
this offer that Egbert B. Grandin, back in Palmyra, finally decided to accept the
job himself (full page AD ABOVE from page [10] of the advertisement section).
Less than a block from Marshallʹs establishment, Smith and Harris could not
have missed a crucial Rochester architectural curiosity, hundreds of feet long,
which is mentioned in this Directory for the Village of Rochester relative to the Erie
Canal where it ran beside ‐ and then crossed ‐ the fearsome Genesee River on a
famous aqueduct: ʺOn the north wall, which is of sufficient thickness for the
towing path, is AN IRON RAILING; . . .ʺ (p. 122; emphasis added).
Much more awaits the serious student of Mormon origins in this little volume. It
seems surprising to me to think how seldom it is consulted.
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[SALT LAKE TABERNACLE] ʺ6023–Interior of Mormon
Tabernacle, Salt Lake City, Utah, U. S. A.ʺ Meadville;
Pa., St. Louis, Mo.: Keystone View Company, Manu‐
facturers and Publishers, Copyright 1897, by B. L.
Singley.

9 X 18 cm. (3½ X 7 inches). STEREOVIEW (two albumen
photographic prints mounted on card). Very good;
moderate dampstaining (primarily to upper blank
portion of mount verso). Nice image contrast.
$60
Detail (enlarged) shown above‐right. The text printed on verso reads as follows:
The construction of this building is unique in that it is without a pillar or
support. Its seating capacity is about 9,000, The seats as seen in proximity to the
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organ accommodate an unpaid choir of 400. The great organ towering above the
choir is a remarkable feature of this world famed building. Its dimensions are
30x33 feet and48 feet high. Power to work the bellows, is obtained from four
large water motors, and its compass comprises 67 stops and includes 5,648 pipes.

. . . the spirits of all men lived as intelligent beings, endowed with the capacity of
choice and the rights of free agency, before they were born in flesh.
They were the spirit‐children of God. [p. 5]
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TALMAGE, James E. THE PHILOSOPHICAL BASIS OF ʺMORMONISMʺ[;]
An Address Delivered by Invitation before the Congress of Religious Philosophies held in
Connection with the Panama‐Pacific International Exposition[,] San Francisco,
California, July 29, 1915[.] By James E. Talmage D. Sc., F. R. S. E. Salt Lake City,
Utah: Bureau of Information, 1915.
19 cm. 32 pp. Orig. printed light green wrappers. Very good but for fortunate
toning to outer areas of wrappers which transfers faintly to the first and the final
page of the text (with bibliographic significance; see further below).
two items, always together: $85
FIRST EDITION.* Flake 8673 (Flake 8672 listing the 48‐page version printed in
Independence, Missouri which adds a talk given later that year). ʺAn affiliated
Congress of Religious Philosophies was held in San Francisco,ʺ explains Dr. Reid
Neilson,
between July 29 and 31, 1915, and the First Presidency appointed Elder James E.
Talmage of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles to represent the church at the
Spiritual gathering. ʺThe invitation to The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter‐day
Saints to provide a speaker on the program of the Congress was in itself an event
of note,ʺ Talmageʹs biographer points out, given the churchʹs poor experience at
the Chicago Parliament of Religions two decades earlier.[31] In fact, a few
congress officials disclosed to Talmage that several members of their organizing
committee had likewise ʺendeavored to exclude the Latter‐day Saints from that
yearʹs program also, but had been forced to the conclusion that they could not
honestly do so. The basis of Mormonism was a distinct and separate religious
philosophy, and not just a variation in secular detail from some other.ʺ As a
result, Talmage was allowed to present alongside the Roman Catholic, Eastern
Orthodox, and Protestant representatives . . .
[Reid L. Neilson, Exhibiting Mormonism: The Latter‐day Saints and the 1893 Chicago
Worldʹs Fair (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2011; accessed
online without page numbers), citing John R. Talmage, The Talmage Story: Life of
James E. Talmage‐‐Educator, Scientist, Apostle (SLC: Bookcraft, 1972), 180]
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This was one year before Talmage published his important pamphlet, The Father
and the Son, in which the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter‐day Saints finally
proclaimed unequivocally its precise doctrine of deity which it sustains to the
present day. In the earlier pamphlet now offered here, we see Talmageʹs similar
affirmation . . .
In 1820 there stood upon this globe one person who knew beyond doubt or
peradventure, that the ʺorthodoxʺ conception of Deity as [page 28 ends] an
incorporeal essence devoid of definite shape and tangible substance, was utterly
false. Joseph Smith knew that both the Eternal Father and His glorified Son,
Jesus Christ, were in form and stature like unto perfect men; and that in Their
physical image and likeness mankind had been created in the flesh. He knew
further that Father and Son were individual Personages—a fact abundantly
averred by the Lord Jesus during His life on earth, but which had been obscured
by the sophistries of men. [pp. 28‐29]

::

WITH

::

(laid loosely into this copy long ago)

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter‐day Saints. ORGAN RECITALS IN THE
TABERNACLE, Salt Lake City, Utah. Given under the direction of the First Presidency
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter‐day Saints. John J. McClellan, Organist[;] Edw.
P. Kimball and Tracy Y. Cannon, Assistant Organists[.] [Salt Lake City, August
1915].
15 cm. Single sheet folded to form [4] pp. Printed in dark blue, with a line‐
drawing illustration of the organ on front page. In fine condition.
Flake 1415 (weekly, began 1913). This is the program for performances on
Monday through Saturday, August 16‐21, 1915. Each dayʹs repertoire included
ʺMormon Hymn ʹCome, Come Ye Saintsʹʺ and ʺAn Old Melody . . . . . Arr. by
Performer.ʺ The rest of the short programs would be filled by assorted pieces of
ʺgood standard musicʺ by various world composers.
* BIBLIOGRAPHIC POINT established by this insert: A TALMAGE FIRST EDITION
PRECEDENCE can be established by the fact that this recital program was laid
loosely inside the copy of The Philosophical Basis of Mormonism described above.
That Talmage pamphletʹs title page is toned (slightly yellowed) like its back page
and wrappers, except for a perfect silhouette of lighter area (faint, yet
unmistakable) where it was protected from the wrapperʹs acidity by this August
1915 recital program ‐ almost certainly received with the Talmage pamphlet that
same month on Temple Square.
The earlier‐listed version of this Talmage title in Flake (8672) adds a talk that
Talmage did not give until October 10 of that year. So while the conclusion is not
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utterly iron‐clad, it seems extremely likely that the precedence of Flake 8673 is
here established through physical evidence: Someone received this pamphlet
(Flake 8273) almost immediately after it first could have been printed
(following the talkʹs delivery two and a half weeks earlier in San Francisco) –
and nearly two months before Flake 8672 could have been printed. A tempest
in a teapot, perhaps, but the sort of thing we collectors love.

[CATALOG CONTINUES . . .
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[UTAH ‐ map, 1870] B[ernard]. A[rnold]. M[artin]. FROISETH. MAP OF THE
TERRITORY OF UTAH. . . . Compiled From Latest U.S. Surveys. . . . Entered
according to Act of Congress, in the year 1870 by B. A. M. Froiseth . . . Am. Photo‐
Lithographic Co. N.Y. (Osborneʹs Process.) . . . Correct[,] Brigham Young. New York:
American Photo‐Lithographic Company, 1870.
[on front folding cover:
ʺPublished by Skandinavisk Post, N. Y.ʺ]
38 X 31½ cm. (engraved area) within simple
double‐line border, plus margins; 42 X 35 cm.
in all (= 16½ X 13¾ inches). Single folded
sheet, including two smaller maps: ʺGREAT
SALT LAKE VALLEYʺ and ʺPLAT of SALT
LAKE CITY UTAH.ʺ All are hand‐colored. A
small vignette bust‐length portrait of Brigham
Young is followed by a facsimile of his note
and signature, ʺCorrect[,] Brigham Young.ʺ
A very nice, clean and crisp copy despite
moderate outer‐side browning and a small
separation just starting at one fold corner, etc.
Certainly better than most such maps one
encounters.
$500
The map folds into its original dark blue
blind‐decorated, heavily gilt‐lettered cloth
folder. In fine condition. A discrete inside gutter repair with unobtrusive
archival tape can probably be reversed.
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Graff 1449; Wheat 1213, characterizing Froiseth as ʺUtahʹs first indigenous
cartographer of stature . . . Mr. Froiseth made the first map of the territory of
Utah and later the first map of Utah as a state . . .ʺ
In reference to the map offered here, Wheat writes that, ʺPerhaps the most
interesting feature of the map is a showing of ʹFt Roubedonʹ at the confluence of
the Green and White rivers, along an unidentified road to Colorado—the same
road traveled by Berthoud in 1861 and by Bela M. Hughes in 1865.ʺ This is a
Utah original, and about as nice a copy as one might hope to find! I have seen it
listed for sale by other dealers, priced in the low four figures.
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UTAH MINING GAZETTE. An Illustrated Journal Devoted to the Mining,
Commercial and other Material Interests of Utah. Vol. I. Salt Lake City, 1873‐74.

Folio, 42½ X 31 cm., 8 pages each. 30 individual issues (out of 52 printed;
discontinued after one volume; see inventory at the end of this description).
Woodcut illustrations, diagrams and maps. In the masthead, the words ʺMining
Gazetteʺ are superimposed over the word ʺUTAH.ʺ Disbound; condition varies
from medium soil and edge wear in some issues, to other examples which are
bright white and nearly new in appearance. Many bear the quaintly pleasing
contemporary blue stamp of ʺL. P. Fisherʹs Advertising Agency, 21 Merchantsʹ
Exchange, California Street, San Francisco.ʺ
the thirty issues: $1,200
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RARE. OCLC (accession number 16699612) locates only two examples of the
volume: BYU Library (vault), and the Huntington Library (lacking issue 52,
which is present in the group offered here). In addition, the Degolyer Library at
Southern Methodist University owns five individual issues (four of which are
also present in the group offered here). All other university holdings reported on
OCLC are microfilm. An additional listing, on the LDS Church History Library
website (call number 979.205 U895 1874) seems to indicate that they own issues
19‐52 (thus lacking nine of the issues now here at hand).
NOT to be confused with the Salt Lake Daily Tribune And Mining Gazette, this
obscure title seems to be ignored by J. Cecil Alter (Early Utah Journalism) and
O. N. Malmquist (The First 100 Years; A History of the Salt Lake Tribune). Its
articles, however, have been used by historians from Bancroft to modern times,
with many early contemporary citations.
Extrapolating from sketchy
details gleaned during a few
hours of research, I speculate
that this newspaper was an
attempt to offer a professional
non‐sectarian mining journal
apart from the Salt Lake
Tribune which, that very
summer of 1874, had been
purchased by three men from
Kansas (termed by some, ʺthe
border ruffiansʺ) who infused
a distinctly anti‐Mormon tone
into the Tribune. Indeed, the
first editor listed in the
Gazetteʹs inside masthead was
F[red]. T. Perris, who had
previously edited The Weekly
Salt Lake Tribune (1872‐73).
His co‐editors were J. Salis‐
bury and J. Isaac. ILLUSTRA‐
TION AT RIGHT from the front
page of issue 16 (December 13,
1873).
The writing is excellent, and the contents, useful, treating a wide variety of
mining, business, economic and practical matters. Reports on local agricultural
and trade shows, for example, paint an interesting and detailed picture of Utah
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life at this time. These are augmented by good articles taken from neighboring
regionsʹ mining and other journals. I notice a first‐hand description of Camp
Douglas and vicinity, and a review of Edward Tullidgeʹs play, ʺOliver
Cromwell.ʺ There is clearly great material here which would be available
nowhere else.
Advertising is restricted to the final leaf (thus 25% of each issue, with interesting
local ads). There is a small woodcut illustration on the front of each issue, and
sometimes another one inside, ranging from technical renderings of mining
equipment, to maps of Utah mines, to views of an ʺelephantʹsʺ tooth unearthed in
Montana. This was probably too ambitious a project to survive, and it offered no
attacks on pro‐ or anti‐Mormons to fire up subscriptions beyond its more sober
readership. This paper began on August 30, 1873, and ended with issue 52 on
August 22, 1874. The editorʹs eloquent valedictory appears on its fourth page.
He thanks all who have supported this endeavor, but the financial panic of the
times brings this work to a close. The following issues are present and offered
here as a single lot:

I NVENTORY
(month/day/year)
#6:
#7:
#9:
#10:
#12:
#14:
#15:
#16:
#18:
#19:

10/4/1873
10/11
10/25
11/1
11/15
11/29
12/6
12/13
12/27
1/3/1874
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#20:
#21:
#28:
#29:
#30:
#32:
#33:
#37:
#38:
#39:

1/10/1874
1/17
3/7
3/14
3/21
4/4
4/11
5/9
5/16
5/23

#40:
#41:
#42:
#43:
#45:
#46:
#47:
#50:
#51:
#52:

5/30/1874
6/6
6/13
6/20
7/4
7/11
7/18
8/8
8/15
8/22

detail, enlarged and digitally cleaned
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[YOUNG, BRIGHAM MORRIS (1854‐1931, only child of Brigham and Margaret
Pierce Young)] Full‐length PRESUMED PORTRAIT as a young man (albumen
CARTE‐DE‐VISITE PHOTOGRAPH). No photographerʹs imprint (but Salt Lake City?
ca. 1869‐70?).
10 X 6¼ cm. (approx. 4 X 2½ inches). Verso blank but for a very old manuscript
ink note in an unidentified hand: ʺBrig.’ Young Salt Lakeʺ plus later ownersʹ
marks in light pencil, including my own code reminding me that I purchased this
CDV from a local paper dealer friend on April 21, 1994. Another dealerʹs mark
indicates that someone acquired this same piece earlier from a March 1967
Americana Mail Auction held by George M. Rinsland of Allentown, Pennsyl‐
vania. In a mid‐1900s envelope bearing similar marks & notations.
$1,200
Some medium wear to upper corners. In addition, there are several deposits of
apparent paper fragments across the image, including one ʺblobʺ (technical term)
on the subjectʹs upper forehead. I presume these could be removed by a
professional conservator. In the DETAIL IMAGE shown above, I have ʺcleaned upʺ
such imperfections to show how this photograph could be used to illustrate a
book or article.
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The original inscription looks sober enough, and of course no one of that era
would imagine for a moment that this fashionable new CDV‐format picture of a
teenager could be the widely‐illustrated leader of the Mormons who was then
still living, but in his old age. In addition, we must remember that an image of
this sort would have been photographically printed and mounted in a very small
number of copies for family and friends only. I have examined handwriting
examples of Brigham Morris Young and Margaret Pierce Young, and find no
resemblance to this inscription. However, inasmuch as the location is given as
ʺSalt Lakeʺ rather than ʺSalt Lake City,ʺ I infer that this inscription was written
by a local (or at least, Mormon) individual rather than an uninformed party
elsewhere.

I

N SUMMARY,

I can think of no reason to suspect mis‐identification of the sub‐
ject on the verso. The 1967 purchaser of this item appears to have paid three
dollars for it, and I paid little more than that in the 1990s (because anyone
involved realized that this could not be ʺthe realʺ Brigham Young).

A logical direction, instead, is to look for some other ʺBrigham Youngʺ of Salt
Lake City who would be the age of this subject during the era of CDV
photographs. The best candidate I could find more than twenty years ago was
BRIGHAM MORRIS YOUNG, remembered particularly for organizing the first MIA
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groups of the Church under the direction of his father. With more information
now available online, I think this identification becomes fairly solid. Brigham
Young had four namesake sons, the first three by his second, third and fourth
wives:
Brigham Young Jr. (1836‐1903)
Brigham Heber Young (1845‐1928)
Oscar Brigham Young (1846‐1910)

None of these men resembled either BRIGHAM MORRIS YOUNG or the photograph
here at hand, as will be seen readily by clicking their respective links, above. (In
addition, Brigham Young Jr. was too old to be a teenager like the subject here,
during the era of CDV photography which did not come into general use until
the end of the 1850s.)
A number of publications and websites reproduce a singularly unflattering
image of Brigham Morris Young in a wig and dress in which he performed at
Church functions from time to time during his adult life ‐ with a reportedly
convincing falsetto voice ‐ as ʺMADAM PATTIRINI.ʺ That picture, together with a
mature portrait of the man, can be seen at the following website:
http://www.findagrave.com/cgi‐bin/fg.cgi?page=gr&GRid=50035308
A photograph of Morris Young on his mission to Hawaii at age thirty is owned
by the Church History Library (kindly shared with me and on file but not yet
available for publication) showing him with a beard that obscures some of the
lower facial points of potential comparison. It is, however, quite similar gener‐
ally to the images linked just above. If anyone has further data that may bear
upon the identification of this photograph, I would surely welcome it, whether
positive of negative. I have made a composite comparison image which I can
send to interested parties (containing copyright images which I am not at liberty
to publish).
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